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Virtual simulation analysis and verification of seed-filling 

mechanism for dipper hill-drop precision direct rice seeder 
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Abstract: In order to improve the seeder’ seed-filling ability of the dipper hill-drop precision direct rice seeder, and to meet the 

mechanization requirement of high speed operation, the self-designed seeder was taken as the objective to explore its 

seed-filling mechanism and the movement status of rice seed in seed box from the perspective of mechanics.  The force 

models of seed-filling process by dipper were established, and the influential regularity of its rotation speed to compressive 

resistance of seed population was analyzed as well.  The image processing Module-Clipping of discrete element simulation 

software EDEM was used in the virtual simulation analysis for the process of the seed filling into the dipper, and the velocity 

relation curve and the force changing curve between rotation speed and seeds were obtained.  According to the virtual 

experiment, the composite filling force of seeds, i.e. the qualified rate on filled rice seed amounts was the largest when rotation 

speed was at 40 r/min.  The performance test bed of seeder was used to verify the simulation results, in which the qualified 

rate on scooped rice seed amounts was taken as the index, and six rotation speeds of seed-filling dipper were also selected for 

analysis of seed-filling ability of the device.  The results are as follows: with the increase of working speed, the qualified rate 

on filled rice seed amounts fluctuated with a trend of cosine curve, the largest value was 94.16% occurred when the rotation 

speed of seed-filling dipper was at 40 r/min.  The variation trend of simulation value was approximately consistent with that of 

verification value.  The study can provide a reference for the research and development of mechanical seeder. 
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1  Introduction 

   Direct seeding in hill of rice is a cultivation pattern 

that allows seeds to be directly sown into the paddy field, 

which can conserve water resources, save seeding areas 
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and lower labor intensity.  It has been proved a 

significant method for planting efficient and high-quality 

rice
[1-3]

. 

The precision direct rice seeder for hill-drop is a 

crucial aspect in direct seed-metering machines of rice, 

and seed-metering performance is a critical factor in 

rice-sowing technology.  Besides, the qualified rate of 

seed-filling has an important influence on the 

seed-metering performance
[4,5]

. 

In foreign countries, mechanical seeders play a vital 

role.  For instance, Maleki et al.
[6,7]

 designed 

aspiral-grooved direct seed-metering device.  Kumara
 
et 

al.
[8]

 designed a horizontally rotated cylindrical drum of 

drum seeder.  With wheels rotating, drums are rotating 

and seeds are filled inside the drum from its orifices.  It 

relied on passive seed-filling to complete the seed-filling 
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process.  This method will lead to the reduction of 

qualified rate of seed-filling, and the study does not 

analyze the influential regularity of composite filling 

force on qualified rate of seed-filling, as it can enhance 

the performance of seed-filling.  In China, Yi et al.
[9]

 

designed a bowl-tray rice precision seeder and optimized 

the mechanism parameters to improve its performance.  

The seeder is based on rice seeds that fall upon the 

surface of shaped-hole plate due to gravity and down with 

inertial force; it also relies on seeds being filled passively 

to complete the seed-filling process.  Zhang et al.
[10]

 

designed a kind of pneumatic rice seeder.  It aspirates 

seeds to the surface of seed pan forwardly, and finishes 

the seed-filling process under the self-gravity and air 

pressure.  This device owns advantages such as 

seed-saving, low rate of seed being-damaged, high 

qualified rate of seed-filling.  However, it cannot meet 

the higher requirement of cost saving and working 

accuracy.  Moreover, this study does not analyze the 

influence of composite force including gravity, 

aspirated-air force and centrifugal force during 

seed-filling process, which can influence the seed-filling 

ability.  Zhai
[11]

 has studied the relation among average 

velocity, stress, displacement with the change of time by 

Pro/E and EDEM, while seed-filling process and 

mechanism analysis were not involved.   

   The dipper hill-drop precision direct rice seeder
[12]

 

was considered as the research object in
 
this research, the 

passive way of seed-filling as well as the seed-filling 

mechanism was elaborated.  Furthermore, in order to 

explore the influences of different working rotation 

speeds of the dippers on the qualified rate of the 

seed-filling process, a simulation analysis was conducted 

to investigate the seed-filling process of the dippers with 

EDEM, besides, the curve graph between movement 

velocity and force of seeds in the seed-filling process was 

demonstrated, and the simulation result was verified with 

the test bed.  The research acquisition is expected to 

provide a reference for the study on enhancing the 

working performance of the seeder. 

2  Structure and working principle of seeder  

The structure of the seeder is shown in Figure 1.  It  

mainly consists of guiding roller (1), seed box (2), 

dippers (3), barrier bar (4), torsion spring (5), rotating 

base (6), seed-throwing tube (7), seeding shaft (8), etc. 

In the operation process, the force is delivered to 

seeding shaft from chain transmission.  The rotating 

base is driven by the shaft, and rotation direction is 

shown in Figure 1.  It drives dippers evenly distribute on 

it to dig into the seed population, which ensures seeds to 

be filled into the dipper quantitatively.  At the meantime 

with the continuous rotation of base, it will be separated 

from the seed population, thus the seed-filling process is 

accomplished.  Then, it enters the seed-cleaning zone.  

The unstable seeds in dippers fall into the seed population 

on account of their own gravity; then the seed-cleaning 

process is accomplished.  Afterwards, the dippers rotate 

into the guiding zone, and they contact with the guiding 

roller reciprocally.  The roller presses the dipper, 

making one side of the torsion spring rotate and store 

angular energy, therefore, the rotary force has been stored.  

And then the dipper clings on the guiding roller to guide 

and protect seeds.  In seed-throwing process, the dipper 

continues to rotate driven by rotary base, when there is no 

contact between dippers and guiding roller, torsion spring 

is supposed to be reset to release angular energy, which 

can produce rotary force to make dipper rotate clockwise 

and collide with barrier bar.  Thus, seeds in the dippers 

will be rebounded through throwing tube on the paddy 

field, and then the seed-throwing process is fulfilled.   

 
1. Guiding roller  2. Seed box  3. Dipper  4. Barrier bar  5. Torsion spring  

6. Rotating base  7. Seed-throwing tube  8. Seeding shaft 

Figure 1  Structure of dipper hill-drop precision direct rice seeder 

3  Force analysis of seed-filling process 

The process of seed-filling is one of the most critical 

aspects in the entire seed-metering process.  The 

seed-filling precision of dipper can improve the 
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seed-metering performance.  Thus, the force analysis of 

seed-filling process is in dispensable.  Figure 2 shows 

the force status in the seed-filling process. 

 
1. Wall of seed box  2. Seed population 

Figure 2  Force analysis in process of seed-filling 
 

When the dipper digs into seed population, it drives 

seed population to move.  Therefore, an interface must 

be produced between the dynamic seeds and the static 

seeds in seed population, which is called external slip 

surface of seeds outside the dippers; when seeds are filled 

into the dippers, there is an interface between seeds and 

inner layer of the dipper or seeds in the dipper, which is 

called inner slip surface of seeds.  The place where 

seeds exist between two surfaces is called sliding bodies.  

To simplify analysis process, the two sliding surfaces and 

free surface of sliding bodies are all set to plane.  The 

angle between external slip surface and tangent of M (O') 

point’s motion trajectory on the dipper is slip angle α, and 

the angle between the inner slip surface and tangent of M 

point’s motion trajectory on the dipper is slip angle β.  

In the seed-filling process of dippers, sliding bodies slide 

along internal surface of dippers until they get to the 

bottom of them due to the effect of filling force.  The 

seeds are restricted in this position, the slip angle α 

increases, while the slip angle β gradually decreases with 

the increase of filling numbers of seeds.  When the 

filling rate is higher, the slip angle β can be reduced down 

to 0 at last.  At this time, the seeds stop filling into the 

dipper.  The sliding body is in a relatively static state 

when the seeds are contacted with the bottom of the 

dippers.  xoy as static coordinate system was established, 

the rotation center was defined in coordinate origin as o.  

The acting force of seeds at M point consists of gravity G, 

support force N1 on the internal slip surface, pressure N2 

on external slip surface, inertia centrifugal force Fe and 

friction forces f1 and f2 on both slip surfaces.  The 

sliding bodies are in a state of balanced force and at a 

relatively static stage.  The dynamic coordinate system 

x'o'y' was established, tangential direction of M point’s 

motion trajectory on the dipper was defined as y' axis 

forward direction, normal direction of the motion 

trajectory which points to coordinate origin o' as x' axis 

forward direction.  Thus, the balance equations were 

shown, as follows: 
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where, m is the mass of seed, kg; r is the rotation radius, 

m; α, β are the slip angle, (°); μ1 is the friction coefficient 

between seeds and dipper layer; μ2 is the internal friction 

coefficient among seeds; ω is the angular speed of dipper, 

rad/s; θ is the initial position angle, (°). 

   In order to simplify the calculation process, assumed 

that μ1=μ2=μ, therefore Equations (1) would be changed 

to the Equation (2): 
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(2) 

The sliding bodies are filled into the dipper, the filling 

force Fc 
is: 

2 1 sin( ) cosc eF N N G F       
 

   (3) 

where, Fc represents the filling force of seeds, N. 

Through the force analysis of seed-filling process and 

Equation (3), we can have a better understanding that 

when structure parameters of the seeder and parameters 

of the seed are constant, the filling force is associated 

with angular speed and initial position angle of the 

dippers.  In the field experiment, the height of seed 

population was controlled by the distance between 

seed-entering tube and bottom of seed box, thereby 
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making initial position angle between the dippers and 

seed population was a fixed value.  Accordingly, only 

the rotation speed of the dippers was taken into account 

and other working parameters were fixed.  With this 

prerequisite, the discrete element software EDEM was 

utilized to make virtual simulation on process of 

seed-filling and the test bed was also carried out to verify 

the simulation. 

4  EDEM discrete element simulation analysis  

4.1  Simulation model and parameters setting 

In order to verify the rationality of the force model  

on seed-filling process, the simulation model and 

parameters should be set in the preprocessed module of 

EDEM before the virtual simulation test of seed-filling 

process.   

   1) Establishment of seed model 

   The shape and size of seed are significant to its 

flowing and filling status in the seeder.  In order to 

simulate the state of seeds, the method of combination of 

multiple spheres was adopted in filling process, which 

was used to more accurately simulate the working process 

of device and the movement state of seeds.  In order to 

simplify the model, various radius of spherical particles 

were selected to represent the model of 

shape-approximate seeds
[13]

.  For No.3 Longqing 

direct-seeding rice, 100 seeds were randomly selected and 

their sizes were measured as well.  Then, the mean value 

of seeds dimension can be obtained (7.75 mm×      

3.11 mm×2.12 mm).  According to the size data, the 

simulation model of the seed was established by the 

particles module
[14-17]

 of EDEM, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3  Model of rice seed  
 

In order to simplify the parameters of virtual model, 

Poisson’s ratio, elastic modulus, density as well as other 

physical parameters were considered as fixed value in 

simulation process. 

2) Establishment of seeder 

Firstly, certain components irrelevant to the contact 

between the seeder and seeds during working process 

were excluded.  Then a three-dimensional software 

CATIA was used to construct the model of seeder, the 

model was imported into Geometry option of EDEM 

in .stp format, and the discrete element model was 

established under the condition that the parameters and 

material characteristic were well set.  Besides, the seed 

box and rotating base were set in mesh form so that the 

movement of seed during seed-filling can be clearly 

observed; the results are shown in the following Figure 4. 

 
1.Dipper  2. Rotating base  3. Virtual factory 

Figure 4  Simulation model of seeder 
 

3) Setting of global variables  

As the surface of seeds is non-adhesive after 

awn-cleaning, seed soaking and germination-accelerating, 

the contacts between the seeds, the seed and the shell of 

seeder were set as non-slip contact model.  Parameters 

were shown in Table 1
[18,19]

. 
 

Table 1  Setting of the global variables 

Item Parameter Value 

Seed 

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 

Elastic modulus/Pa 3.75×10
8
 

Density/kg·m
-3

 1150 

Stainless steel shell 

Poisson’s ratio 0.29 

Elastic modulus/Pa 7.5×10
10

 

Density/kg·m
-3

 8000 

Seed-seed 

Restitution coefficient 0.6 

Static friction coefficient 0.3 

Dynamic friction coefficient 0.02 

Seed-shell 

Restitution coefficient 0.5 

Static friction coefficient 0.52 

Coefficient of Rolling Friction 0.01 
 

4) Setting of other parameters 

In the simulation process, 15% of the time step of 

Rayleigh was regarded as the fixed time step.  The time 
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of simulation was the same as that of rotating process.  

The time interval of data writing was 0.01 s, and the mesh 

size was 2 times larger than the smallest seed
[20]

. 

Using the latest image processing technology 

(Clipping)
[21]

 of analyst option in the EDEM, we 

amputated and removed half of the entire structure along 

midline of the seed box and dippers by plane cutting, but 

the contact and bond between seeds, seeds and dipper, the 

seeds and box of the parts should not be cut.  Figures 

5a-5j demonstrate the simulation in each phase of 

seed-filling process, and the distribution of movement 

shape of seeds in the process.  When the dipper did not 

rotate, all the seed models would remain static condition.  

With the dipper digging into seed population, seed 

models slid along the wall of dipper until they get to the 

bottom.  At this time, they were confined in where they 

stay, and seeds continued to fill into the dipper along the 

inner slip surface of seeds.  The movement shape of 

seed-filling in EDEM simulation process was consistent 

with that in analysis of force models. 

 
a b c 

 
d e f 

 
g h i 

 

Figure 5  Movement simulation of rice seeds in working process 

 

4.2  Analysis of simulation results 

   In process of simulation and calculation, the movement 

of each seed model can be displayed in streamline form, 

and we employed various colors to represent the change 

of movement speed of seeds in different time.  Among 

them, the blue seed model has the lowest speed, and with 

the red one followed, while the green seed has the fastest 

speed.  The seeds filled into the dippers were marked, 

and produced the relation curve between filling speed of 

seeds and time, which is shown in Figure 5j. 

Figure 6a reveals the relation between the average 

speed of marked seeds model in same dipper and time 

when the rotation speed is at 40 r/min.  It can be seen 

that the average speed of each marked seed was 

consistent with the trend of time.  The time before 1.43 s 

was a period when virtual factory generated seeds models, 

and the model of seeds fall into the bottom of the seed 

box and gradually accumulated after generated.  The 
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time after 1.43 s was a period of seed-filling of the 

dippers.  The rotation of dippers drove surrounding 

seeds to move.  A portion of seed model moved towards 

the inner of dipper under the influence of filling force.  

The average speed of seed models constantly changed 

and reached the maximum value when the time was at 

about 1.48 s, then the speed changed constantly again, 

and the speed fluctuation condition tended to be gentle 

after 1.63 s.  Figure 6b shows the relation between the 

average speed of marked seed models in same dipper and 

the time when rotation speed is different.  The time of 

relatively stable state when seeds filled into the dippers 

was decreasing with the increasing rotation speed, 

however, the centrifugal force of the seeds was increasing 

when the rotation speed continued to increase, and the 

collision between seeds, seeds and layer of the dippers 

could be intensified, which bounced some seeds and 

evidently change the speed, moreover the average 

velocity of seeds fluctuated significantly.  Thus, it 

proves that excessive working speed is not conducive to 

the relative stability of model.  

 

a. Same rotation speed 

 

b. Different rotation speeds 

Figure 6  Average speed curve of seeds 

It can be seen from the analysis of Equation (3) that 

seeds were filled into the dippers with the effect of 

gravity, centrifugal force and the interaction force among 

seeds.  The rotation speed had an effect in filling force 

of the marked seeds; the relation curve is shown in Figure 

7.  It can be seen from the figure, the filling force of 

marked seeds increased at first, then decreased, and its 

fluctuation trend was inclined to be gentle by degrees 

with the increase of rotation speed.  With a lateral 

comparison, there was a large gap among maximum 

value of the seed-filling forces, changing from big to 

small, when the rotation speed changed from 40 r/min,  

50 r/min, 30 r/min, 60 r/min, 70 r/min to 20 r/min in turn. 

 

Figure 7  Filling force of seeds at different speeds 
 

When the rotation speed of the dippers was low, the 

disturbance intensity of dippers to seed population was 

low.  The compressed force of seed population has a 

remarkable effect on the filling force of sliding bodies of 

seeds, therefore the larger filling force could be acquired, 

and it was used for seeds to fill into the dippers.  When 

the rotation speed was high, the disturbance intensity of 

the dippers to the seed population would increase, and the 

bigger disturbance intensity could reduce the friction 

force among seeds.  At the same time, the centrifugal 

force acting upon the sliding bodies would increase.  

Therefore, the influence of compressed force on sliding 

bodies of seeds could decrease, and some seeds bounded 

out of the dippers, which had a certain impact on 

performance of dippers in quantitative filling. 

5  Experiment and analysis 

5.1  Experiment 

In order to verify the theoretical analysis and virtual 

simulation results, and the seed-filling performance of 
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seeder was tested, and the No.3 Longqing seed was 

chosen, the test bed was carried out by JPS-12 computer 

vision seeder performance test-bed of Northeast 

Agricultural University.  Then the transparent and 

organic glass plate was selected as the material of seed 

box and seed-throwing tube for facilitating observation 

and statistics of the seed-filling process, as shown in 

Figure 8.  And took the rotation speed as the single 

factor for the experiment design, its values were 20 r/min, 

30 r/min, 40 r/min, 50 r/min, 60 r/min and 70 r/min, and 

the height of seed-throwing and hill space were 50 mm 

and 150 mm respectively. 

 

Figure 8  Test bed of seed-filling performance 
 

According to agronomic requirement, the quality 

standard of conventional rice sowing is 5-8 seeds per 

hill
[22]

, while it is unqualified when the data is 0-4 or 

more than 9 seeds per hill.  According to the 

GB/T6973-2005 test method of the precise sowing
[23]

, the 

number of seed-throwing was recorded by each dipper 

continuously.  The number of dippers in one group was 

250, and the times that the dipper filled in 5-8 seeds were 

recorded.  The qualified rate of seed-filling process 

could be calculated by Equation (4): 

8

5 100% 5,6,7,8
250

i

i

i

X

P i  


  

     (4) 

where, Pi is the qualified rate of seed-filling process, %; 

Xi is the time that a dipper was filled in i  seeds. 

   At the different rotation speeds of the dipper, the 

simulation values and experiment values about the 

qualified rate of the seed-filling process are taken as 

shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9  Experiment and simulation results 
 

5.2  Analysis 

It can be seen in Figure 9 that the simulation values 

and verification values change regularity of qualified rate 

of seed-filling are consistent basically.  Besides, the 

minimum relative error between both values is 1.72%, the 

maximum is 3.27%.  When the rotation speed of dipper 

is at 20-40 r/min, the qualified rate of seed-filling shows 

increasing trend; and the value achieves maximum when 

the rotation speed is at 40 r/min, and the verification 

value and simulation value are 96.08% and 94.16%, 

respectively.  However, when the rotation speed is at 

40-70 r/min, the qualified rate of seed-filling shows a 

decreasing trend. 

It is caused that the seed population compressive 

resistance has an outstanding effect on filling force when 

the rotation speed is lower.  Furthermore, the dipper 

stays longer among seed population, which is conductive 

to seeds filling into the dippers fully.  Thus, the qualified 

rate of seed-filling shows increasing trend; on the 

contrary, when the rotation speed is larger, centrifugal 

force of the slide body has a remarkable effect on filling 

force, which leads the seeds in dippers to be ejected by 

centrifugal force and then the qualified rate of seed-filling 

shows decreasing trend.  

The reason why simulation values are different from 

verification values is that the work performance of seeder 

is not stable, which produces vibration, moreover, the 

side wall of dippers knocking seeds, and the size of seeds 
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exists differences between simulation and reality. 
 

6  Conclusions 

1) With dipper hill-drop rice precision direct seeder as 

the research carrier, the force models of seed-filling 

process were established.  From the mechanics view, 

more filling force can improve the qualified rate of the 

seeder in the seed-filling process.  

2) By using CATIA and EDEM softwares, the 

three-dimensional models and simulation models of 

seeder were established to simulate the seed-filling 

process.  The simulation results showed that the 

seed-filling force changes from big to small when the 

roation speeds in turn were 40 r/min, 50 r/min, 30 r/min, 

60 r/min, 70 r/min and 20 r/min. 

3) By contrasting the results of relationship between 

the qualified rate and the rotation speed in simulation and 

experiment, the variation regularity of them was 

consistent basically.  The simulation values and 

experiment values were maximum when the rotation 

speed was at 40 r/min, reaching 96.08% and 94.16%, 

respectively.  Therefore, it was correct and feasible that 

the qualified rate of seed-filling process was analyzed by 

using discrete element method. 
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